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Abstract— Location Based Services play an important role
in decision-making processes, company activities or in any
control and policy system in modern computer organizations.
Usually LBS applications provide location-specific information
only when user requests it. However, Supply Chain Management
applications require to push geolocalized information directly
to the user. The most discussed and requested application is
Geofencing, which allows to determine the topological relation
between a moving object and a set of delimited geographical
areas. This paper describes the design of an innovative solution
for implementing proactive location-based services suitable for
application scenarios with strong time constraints, such as real-
time systems, called Proactive Fast and Low Resource Geofencing
Algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

LOCATION-BASED services (LBS), software-level func-

tionalities that use location data to control features,

have recently become a hot topic for both consumer and

industrial applications, evolving from simple synchronization-

based service models to authenticated and complex tools

thanks to advancements in telecommunication technologies

and localization services.

Nowadays, Location Based Services are crucial for many

businesses, as well as for government organizations, as they

could play an important role in decision-making processes,

company activities or in any control and policy system in

modern computer organizations.

The majority of applications exploiting LBSs are based on

the idea to present location-specific information in case the

user asks for it. A relatively small amount of new appli-

cations act proactively, delivering enter, exit and cross geo-

notifications directly to the end user. The most discussed

and requested proactive LBS nowadays is Geofencing, which

allows to determine the topological relation between a moving

object and a set of delimited geographical areas.

This paper describes the design of a new geofencing al-

gorithm, Proactive Fast and Low Resource Geofencing Al-

gorithm (PFLGA) proposed as an innovative solution for
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implementing proactive location-based services suitable for

application scenarios with strong time constraints, such as

real-time systems. PFLGA is then exploited in a real ap-

plication scenario to implement a geofencing service within

the See Your Box system, an IT company offering Business-

to-Business services which allow early detection of logistic

issues happening in Supply Chain Management across several

industry verticals.

In particular, PFLGA aims to resolve trajectory-based topo-

logical join queries to catch the occurrence of topological

events, related to the movement of mobile IoT/M2M tracking

devices, within strict time constraints, in the context of real-

time supporting services for Supply Chain Management.

PFLGA proposes a centralized, thin-client solution to the

geofencing problem, exploiting the GeoJSON format and tree-

based index structures for the representation, collection and

indexing of geospatial geometric shapes. These features allow

the proposed solution to face two classical challenges of

Geofencing: reducing the energy consumption at the mobile

device, and allowing the matching process within the central-

ized solution to scale [1].

Classic geofencing solutions require the use of GPS locators

continuously connected and therefore in need of continuous

power supply.

Several different algorithms have been proposed in the

technical literature for the implementation of geofencing func-

tionalities and this section analyzes some of the latest and

most interesting designs of the recent years. One of the main

problem is the point-in-polygon problem (PIP), which, in

computational geometry, solves the question about the position

of a point with respect to the boundary of a polygon in

the same plane. The paper compares PFLGA with Parallel

In-memory Spatio-temporal TOpological joiN (PISTON) [2],

Scan-Line Algorithm and Grid Compression (SLGC-1) [3] and

Geofencing via Hybrid Hashing [4]. The features and perfor-

mance of PFLGA are far better than that of the algorithms

mentioned above, making it a good solution for the Supply

Chain Management context.

Section II examines location-based services, addressing

their components, their technical characteristics, focusing on

geofencing and route-matching services. Section III describes
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features and requirements of the application scenario consid-

ered in this work, which relates to Machine-to-Machine (M2M)

data processing systems based on infrastructure-assisted mo-

bile devices, potentially exploitable in various areas such

as Supply Chain Management, then considers many exist-

ing geofencing solutions, taken from the technical literature.

Section IV deeply discuss PFLGA and one of its possible

implementation and provides a comparison between the algo-

rithm mentioned above and those existing geofencing designs

which better fit with the service requirements of the consid-

ered application scenario. Section IV-B provides comparison

both in terms of features and performance for achieving the

geofencing result. Finally, conclusions and ideas for future

developments are discussed in Section V.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Location Based Service and Geofencing

A location-based service is a software-level service that uses

location data to control features [5]. LBS is a part of virtually

all control and policy systems which work in computers to-

day [6] and can be used in a variety of contexts, such as health-

care [7], entertainment, indoor object localization and work.

LBSs have rapidly evolved from simple synchronization-

based service models to authenticated and complex tools for

implementing virtually any location-based service model or

facility, becoming crucial for many businesses, as well as for

government organizations, as they could play an important

role in any control and policy system in modern computer

organizations.

Together with the Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm, it

constitutes an enabling technology for advanced Machine-to-

Machine services, useful for companies across diverse indus-

tries where often the efficiency plays an important role [8].

According to the definition given by the international Open

Geospatial Consortium [5] a LBS is an intersection of three

technologies:

1) wireless and mobile telecommunication technologies,

which play an important role for the development of

many new location-based services for both business and

consumer applications, providing applications with an

infrastructure able to manage the communications be-

tween mobile terminals and Providers of the service [5];

2) Geographic Information Systems (GIS) [9] that pro-

vide a strong framework to build database management

systems and object extensions, to store and maintain

geographical records to monitor the status and changing

of the world’s geography, and application software such

as interactive maps and analysis instruments;

3) New Information and Communication Technologies

(NICT), which encompass all those technologies and

smart assets, with embedded processing and commu-

nication capabilities, which enable human actors to

access, store, manipulate, transmit and share information

wherever and whenever they want.

LBSs differ from the common Internet services because they

must be aware of the context in which they are being used

and they must adapt their contents’ actions accordingly [5].

LBSs must be aware of any information that could be used

to describe the context, such as a place, its features, the

objects and people standing in it and anything that is relevant

to the interaction between an user and the LBS application.

Systems that can dynamically change their behavior according

to the context are defined context-sensitive or responsive.

Service adaption can take place at different levels, from the

information level, where the information provided by the

service is adapted according to the context, to the user interface

and presentation level.

According to literature [10] LBSs can be classified in the

following two categories:

• Pull LBSs, which deliver information directly requested

from the user/customer. Pull LBSs can be further classi-

fied [5] in functional services, which facilitate the user

in the acquisition of goods and services related with

his/her position, and information services, which retrieve

information about a specific subject depending on the

user’s position;

• Push LBSs, which deliver information not requested or

indirectly requested from the user, although the user may

have originally subscribed to the service at an earlier time.

Push services are activated by events and are usually more

complex to establish.

In the last years the attention moved from Pull LBSs to

a more advanced, proactive type of location-based services,

where environmental information is pushed to the user de-

pending on the geographical position of a mobile device [11].

The most discussed and requested Push LBS in recent time is

geofencing.

In this paper we focus on Geofencing that is is a location-

based service which enables to detect and monitor when a

mobile IoT/M2M device enters, leaves, crosses or bypasses

a precise geographical area delimited by a virtual perimeter,

called geofence [10], [12] providing alerts or notifications,

usually referred to as geo-notifications. A geofence can be

dynamically generated, like a circular area surrounding the

current position of a mobile device, or can be made of a

predefined set of boundaries, which may be arbitrarily drawn

by the user or specific for a place or a building. Geofencing

services can be classified, depending on the geographical

references used to check device’s position, in [13] static that

checks the geographical position of a mobile device with

respect to a fixed area, dynamic that operates according to

the position of a mobile device with respect to a changing

area and peer-to-peer that uses the geographical position of a

mobile device with respect to other mobile devices.

A geofencing service can be characterized according to the

following features [13]:

• location accuracy: geofencing accuracy is strictly related

to the accuracy of the geographical position provided by

the service used to track the location of the mobile device,

either satellite/GPS or GSM-based.

• Tracking Rate: expresses the frequency at which the
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device provides a location update to the server of the

proactive LBS.

• Device Speed: the speed of a device determines the time

period within which the device must provide a location

update to be evaluated against eligible events.

• Device Route: the path a device takes across a geofenced

area which affects the time period within which location

update must occur.

• Geo-notification delivery: geo-notifications can be deliv-

ered to the user only once or every time the mobile

device successfully enters, leaves, crosses or bypasses a

geofenced area.

The spread of location-based services applied to IoT tech-

nologies, especially for mobile-based solutions, makes it nec-

essary to add to the features listed above the power efficiency,

since the signal is triggered by small, battery powered mobile

devices.

The behavior of a moving mobile IoT/M2M device relative

to a set of one or more geofences can be easily defined using

the spatial predicates enter, leave, bypass and cross, proposed

for the first time by Erwig, Schneider et al. in [14]. Whether

a moving object enters, leaves, crosses or bypasses a given

geofenced area can be determined by examining one or more

segments of its trajectory, checking if they intersect with the

before mentioned geofence and evaluating the intersections

found. The whole process is often referred to as trajectory-

based topological join query.

Trajectory-based topological join queries are really powerful

instruments for spatiotemporal analysis, but they are also

rather compute-intensive. For their resolution they require a

description of the route traveled by the moving object, which

could be expressed as a set of segments or as a polyline.

This requirement raise the issue of how the route should be

determined, which will be discussed later on when it comes

to route-matching service.

B. Geofencing implementation

One of the most important component in a geofencing

system is the Location Monitoring Unit (LMU), which is the

component inside the geofencing system infrastructure which

is responsible for location processing of the positions of a

mobile device and for keeping the geofence scenarios secret.

Technically, a geofencing system can be implemented in two

different solutions [1]: mobile-based and centralized system.

In a mobile-based geofencing system, the device posi-

tioning, determined with satellite-GPS technology, together

with the matching of the position with a set of geofences is

executed at the mobile device. This type of geofencing systems

represents a thick client solution which is mainly used in case

a trustful position of nodes is needed, although it requires high

battery consumption due to the geospatial processing executed

at the mobile node.

In a centralized geofencing system, a mobile device is being

tracked by the surrounding network infrastructure, while the

matching of the retrieved position with a set of geofences is

executed by the servers which make up the geofencing system

infrastructure. Centralized geofencing systems represent thin

client solutions [15] and have several advantages over mobile-

based counterparts, such as:

• mobile devices get rid of the CPU-intensive geospatial

processing necessary to determine the current state of a

mobile client regarding the geofence scenarios.

• Centralized geofencing systems use network-based po-

sitioning methods within the infrastructure, such as

satellite-GPS positioning or GSM Cell ID positioning,

which relieve the mobile clients from the energy-draining

positioning process.

• Since the LMU monitors all the mobile clients of the

system, centralized systems allow for collaborative ge-

ofencing and monitoring of the current number of clients

within a particular geofence.

On the other side, in centralized geofencing systems the com-

munication between the LMU and mobile clients increases,

accompanied by all the weaknesses of mobile communica-

tions like loss of connection, unpredictable latency and an

energy consumption tightly depending on the location update

frequency.

C. Geofencing challenges

Geofencing is associated with two main technical chal-

lenges: reducing the energy consumption at the mobile device,

in particular within the mobile-based solution, and allow-

ing the matching process within the centralized solution to

scale [1]. The high energy consumption of the mobile device

is mainly caused by the positioning modules (satellite-GPS

or GSM-based) nodes are equipped with and, in case of

mobile-based geofencing systems, by the geospatial processing

necessary to determine node status.

As for the high energy consumption caused by the position-

ing modules inside the device, this is tackled by selecting the

positioning method based on:

• accuracy need: satellite-GPS technologies allow for a

more precise localization than GSM Cell ID technology;

• current environment: in case GSM signal doesn’t reach

the area the mobile device is currently in, positioning

technique is switched to satellite-GPS;

• current position/speed towards a geofence: in case the

mobile device is far from a geofence boundary, at a

distance which is greater than a specific safety radius,

then no location update is needed. Otherwise, if the

mobile device is close to a geofence boundary, it will

transmit periodic location updates to make the system

check its position relative to the geofence.

In the context of geofencing systems, scalability is required

in two dimensions [16]:

1) amount of geofences set by the user;

2) number of location updates processed per time unit

(throughput).

To allow the customer using the geofencing system to store as

many geofences as he wants, without compromising the effi-

ciency of the service and aiming at the maximum scalability,

geospatial objects need to be indexed using spatial indexes.
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The use of spatial indexes allows to reduce greatly the

time needed to resolve geospatial queries, which results in

more location updates processed per time unit, which increases

system scalability.

D. Route-matching

Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) and Location-Based

Services (LBS) require location information about mobile

IoT/M2M telemetry devices. In the last few years Global

Positioning System (GPS) has established itself as the major

positioning technology for providing location data. This infor-

mation can be used with spatial road network data to determine

the spatial reference of device location via a process known

as map-matching or route-matching [17].

Route-matching techniques integrate positioning data, com-

ing from satellite-GPS or GSM positioning technologies, with

spatial road network data to provide enhanced positioning

capabilities, with the aim of identifying the most plausible

route segment traveled by a mobile object between two or

more location points [18] and determining the device location

inside the calculated road segment [17].

The quality of the result returned by a map-matching service

depends on:

• the quality of the spatial road map used by the algorithm,

which must always been up to date and checked in-depth

in order to identify and correct flaws in the available road

network data;

• devices’ sampling frequency, which in turn depends on

the precision requirements of the localization service and

on the performance of the transceiver the mobile device is

equipped with. Since the positioning technology chosen

for tracking the mobile device is characterized by a

known measurement error the desired accuracy for the

route-matching algorithm can be achieved by adjusting

the sampling rate of the tracking service, according to the

lens-shaped probability distribution function describing

the sampling error, depicted in [19];

• the result of the initial map matching process, which

selects a set of road segments falling within an error

ellipse, representing the area in which the current position

of the mobile device may be, according to the error of the

localization service. In case the vehicle’s initial position

is further from roads junctions, the ellipse produced by

the initial matching process won’t contain any junction

point nor shape point assuming the vehicle is outside of

the known road network;

• the implementation of the route-matching service. The

mobile-based approach requires high battery consump-

tion, due to the route-matching algorithm executed at the

mobile node whilst it reduces communications between

the device and the central server. The centralized imple-

mentation relieves mobile devices of the CPU-intensive

map-matching processing, although communications be-

tween devices and the server increase, accompanied by

all the weaknesses of mobile communications, such as

loss of connection, unpredictable latency and energy

consumption.

• The route detail level required by the route-matching

service application. Simplified routes are less accurate

than fully detailed routes, but their computation time is

lower .

E. Geofencing algorithms in literature

Custom virtual fences surrounding specific areas of interest

have been used for more than a decade for on-line mapping

applications, proximity-based digital coupon distribution and

many other application software. Since its first appearance in

research and technical literature, geofencing has evolved into

a powerful geospatial analysis tool, becoming one of the most

cutting-edge feature in application software and systems used

in different fields.

Several different algorithms have been proposed in the

technical literature for the implementation of geofencing func-

tionalities and this section analyzes some of the latest and most

interesting designs of the recent years.

One of the main problem is the point-in-polygon problem

(PIP), which, in computational geometry, solves the question

about the position of a point with respect to the boundary of

a polygon in the same plane. The PIP test finds application

in areas dealing with geometrical data processing, such as

computer graphics, computer vision, geographical information

systems and many more. One of the first approach is the ray-

casting algorithm, proposed in the early description of the

point-in-polygon problem [20], but this method doesn’t work

in case the point is on the edge of the polygon.

Many of the discussed examples define simplified geofenc-

ing features by solving, with different approaches, the point-

in-polygon test.

PISTON: Parallel In-memory Spatio-temporal TOpological

joiN (PISTON) is a geofencing algorithm, designed by the

research team of the Department of Computer Science of

the University of Toronto, which implements a parallel, main

memory, query execution infrastructure designed specifically

to address spatiotemporal join [2]. PISTON, which was ini-

tially designed as an optimization of the INLJ2I geofencing

algorithm, introduces a novel parallel, in-memory trajectory

index IR, designed to handle a high rate of location data

updates, and a novel in-memory spatial index IS , organized

with a two level grid approach and specifically optimized for

point-in-polygon test. PISTON delivers low query response

times acceptable for real-time use-cases, even with large

geofence datasets.

SLGC-1: Scan-Line Algorithm and Grid Compression

(SLGC-1) is a geofencing algorithm, designed by the develop-

ment team of the Software School of the Xiamen University

of China to solve regional limited problems in Internet of Ve-

hicles (IoV) systems with restricted time and storage require-

ments [3]. It works in two separate steps. In the preprocessing

step the algorithm imposes a spherical grid on the geofence

area in input, matching the shape of the real region, then a scan

conversion algorithm is used to determine the location attribute
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of each cell of the grid. Finally the grid is compressed using a

QuadTree compression algorithm, which provides a memory-

efficient index structure (storage requirements is less than O(n)

) for the geofence area to analyze and calculates the Morton

Code (MD code) to identify each node inside the QuadTree

structure.

Geofencing via Hybrid Hashing: Geofencing via Hybrid

Hashing was selected as one of the three best geofencing al-

gorithms, out of the 29 submitted ones, proposed as a solution

for the task posed by the ACM SIGSPATIAL GIS CUP 2013

contest [4]. It builds and updates the in-memory hash tables

used to index polygons during system spare time, shifting

some computation cost from the “point-in-polygon test” stage

to non-time-critical processing stage [4]. taking advantage that,

in typical geofencing applications, points position are changed

much more frequently than those of polygons.

On the basis of the results obtained by testing the algorithm

on the dataset provided for the ACM GIS CUP 2013 contest,

the algorithm provides low response times with respect to

many other algorithms.

III. APPLICATION SCENARIO

This section focuses on the application of geofencing al-

gorithms in services related to Supply Chain Management

(SCM), which involve the movement and storage of raw

materials and unfinished products from the point of origin

to the point of destination and/or consumption. SCM was

traditionally driven by Enterprise Resource Planning systems,

which provided plans and estimation regarding the different

aspects of the business activity. In recent times, a quiet

revolution has been taking place thanks to the use of Location-

based technologies and innovative solutions to track and trace

transportation equipment, materials and drivers across all the

step of the supply chain [21]. LBSs allow the enterprise to

dynamically tender and dispatch shipments in real time, divert

a route because of weather conditions or a severe accident that

is causing major delays in the transportation route, or transmit

notification messages to the stakeholders whenever a shipment

arrives at a warehouse [21] making the whole process more

efficient and less expensive.

For all these reasons, location-based services can be con-

sidered a disruptive technology for the supply chain that

will bring great opportunity for logistics innovation. The

evolution in mobile telecommunication technology, together

with the advances in electronics and the introduction of the

IoT paradigm, has enabled the networking of portable wireless

devices and wearable computers that can provide new types

of usable knowledge to all the members and stakeholders of

a globally dispersed supply chain [22].

These devices, equipped with sensors and actuators, exploit

their connection capability to transmit to the Service Provider’s

servers, in a Machine-to-Machine communication, all the data

regarding the status of the shipment which are important for

the service’s functioning.

The installation of M2M nodes in pallets, containers, ve-

hicles and warehouses, along with new types of inference

algorithms and techniques, will enable seamless, efficient, and

transparent movement of raw materials and products through

the global supply chain [22], allowing the business’s customers

to look at all the critical points of the chain.

M2M communication, together with geofencing, map-

matching and localization services, represent the enabling

technologies for developing and deploying a location-based

service.

Developing a Location-Based Service, founded on M2M

Communication, to support the Supply Chain Management

raises several technical challenges, the most important are: ge-

ographical diversity and telecommunication coverage, location

awareness, response time, accuracy of the result, power con-

servation, security and privacy, meet customer expectations.

Geographical diversity and telecommunication coverage:

along their trip, from the moment goods are packaged for

shipping to the moment they arrive at destination, containers

and cargoes go to many places where GSM coverage is poor to

non-existent. Thus, the use of dual mode GSM-satellite M2M

devices is crucial to provide uninterrupted service to customers

thus satellite communication is always available as a back-

up technology to transmit the device’s position. Furthermore,

mathematical statistical interpolation may be used to fill the

missing data.

Location awareness: in some application scenarios, such as

air transport, the ability of the LBS to switch operative mode

depending on devices’ position could be an important feature

both to meet customer needs and legislative restrictions (e.g.

IATA restrictions on network-enabled electronic devices [23]).

Response time: the algorithm behind the LBS services

should return the result of the computation within a specific

deadline from the moment the packet, transmitted by the

device, is received. This is important in order to guarantee

the responsiveness of the application which uses the service,

and is crucial for time-critical applications.

Accuracy of the result: the precision of devices’ location

depends on the hardware and software used in the mobile

communication system, as well as on the positioning ser-

vice [24]. The accuracy level requested to the Location-

Based Service, both for position tracking or route-matching,

influence the service’s response time and varies depending on

the application scenario in which the service will be used.

Power management: energy efficiency and power consump-

tion are critical aspect when developing a LBS using battery-

powered M2M devices. Containers and cargoes trips from

source to destination may last 75 days in average, so the device

attached to them should work properly for long period of time,

often without the possibility to recharge the battery.

Security and privacy: customer concerns about security

and privacy are another challenge for location-based tech-

nologies applied to Supply Chain Management. With regards

to shipment security, it is desirable that the LBS integrates

a priority function which immediately alerts the customer

in case of illicit manipulation of the container holding the

goods. On the other hand, the M2M devices should transmit

the shipment status and location data using data security
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instruments, such as cryptography, to keep them confidential

and avoid interception of sensible information.

Finally, the developed services have to satisfy customers’

expectations, in terms of expected results, perceived Quality

of Service, reliability, availability and more importantly cost.

Among all available tools which contribute to the es-

tablishment of applications and systems for Supply Chain

Management, geofencing plays an important role in the context

detection of proactive applications, which can automatically

adapt business and industrial operations to the geospatial

context a user, or a mobile device, is currently in.

A. Geofencing service for SCM systems

Geofencing allows to detect and monitor the changing in the

topological relation between a mobile device and a bounded

geographical area (the geofence). The aforementioned topolog-

ical relation can be expressed in terms of the spatio-temporal

predicates enter, leave, cross and bypass, which are obtained

as the result of trajectory-based topological join queries. These

queries test the intersection between the whole or part of the

trajectory of a moving object and a geofence, returning the

spatio-temporal predicate describing their relationship based

on the intersections found. These queries are really powerful

instruments for geospatial analysis, but they are also compu-

tationally intensive.

This represents a challenge, as it requires to identify or

construct the most efficient algorithm or method which, under

the operating conditions of the specific system and application

scenario, resolves geofencing problems, returning the result of

trajectory-based topological join queries in a period of time

that is acceptable for interactive, ad hoc geospatial analysis

services.

The application scenario of the geofencing service pro-

posed in this paper is that of IoT-based industrial services

supporting Supply Chain Management and logistics for remote

monitoring of goods and assets using mobile devices, smart

cards, tags or similar technologies. This kind of services

are placed in the context of Industry 4.0. In particular, the

application scenario presented in this paper provides for a

system using uniquely identifiable mobile objects, from here

onwards called trackers, which transmit real-time location data

with a precise, configurable frequency, which may change

over time. The aforementioned system is centralized and thin-

client, meaning that the trackers have limited resources and

processing capabilities, in order to save battery power to

provide a long-lasting monitoring service.

The geofencing service to be implemented should make it

possible to detect whether one of the aforementioned mobile

devices, capable of transmitting real-time location data to the

system, enters, leaves or crosses one or more specific areas of

interest, the geofences, and, whenever this occurs, it should

notify the system of the event, depending on the specific

service configuration assigned to the specific device. Each

geofence should be statically defined by a geometric shape

or by indicating a location identifier, such as an address. In

order to reduce the processing within the tracker, all comput-

ing related to geofencing should be performed within server

computers. Furthermore, to meet the real-time requirements,

the geofencing routine must be non-blocking and the service

must return a correct result within specific time constraints,

often referred to as deadlines, failing which the result should

be invalid.

In order to determine the topological relation between the

moving object and the set of assigned geofences, the service

should be coupled with a utility capable of reconstructing the

path traveled by the device. In addition, if it is not possible

to estimate all or part of the route traveled by the tracker,

or in case a low level geospatial analysis is requested, the

service should be able to work with the simpler geospatial data

available at the time of the request. Following the reception

of a notification from the geofencing service, the system

should notify the user about the event and/or switch the device

configuration depending on the event occurred.

According to the above features, the requirements of a good

geofencing for SCM are:

• static, meaning that the spatio-temporal predicates are

verified by checking the trajectory of the moving object

with respect to fixed, bounded areas;

• geometric and symbolic addressed, so that the geofences

could be defined with both geometric shapes or symbols,

such as words and alphanumeric codes, which identifies

precise locations;

• centralized, so that the matching between the trajectory

of the moving object with the set of associated geofences

is executed by the servers, which are the main part of the

system;

• capable of operating effectively with different and vari-

able location accuracy, tracking rate and device speed.

IV. PROACTIVE FAST AND LOW RESOURCE GEOFENCING

ALGORITHM

In order to satisfy all the requirements discussed in the

previous section, we propose a new geofencing design in-

spired by the ray-casting algorithm called Proactive Fast and

Low Resource Geofencing Algorithm (PFLGA). The devel-

oped solution exploits geofences drawn over the WGS84 (or

EPSG:4326) world geodetic coordinate system [25], which is

a mathematical model of the Earth from a geometric, geodetic

and gravitational point of view and is used by GPS navigation

system and for aviation as a mandatory standard.

The proposed design provides every tracker for which

geofencing service is enabled with a set of one or more

geofences, i.e. geospatial objects, such as polygons and circles,

whose boundaries are drawn over a specific geodetic coordi-

nate system.

The data periodically transmitted by the tracker carries

its geographical position, expressed in terms of latitude and

longitude coordinates, enabling the location update for each

tracker. These geographical points are used to determine the

most plausible path traveled by the device between location
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updates, exploiting route-matching services with different lev-

els of detail. The traveled path is then used to determine the

topological relation between the moving object and the set of

geofences assigned to the shipment the device is attached to.

Although the algorithm is designed to determine the topo-

logical relation between a moving object and a set of geofences

using its trajectory, it can also perform the geofence inclusion

test using other geospatial objects, from a geographical loca-

tion point to a single segment of the whole complex trajectory

traveled by the tracker, depending on the available geospatial

information regarding the moving object and the complexity

required for the geofencing analysis. This allows the algorithm

to be potentially applied to different use cases, from those

which require an examination with low level of detail, in favor

of a low query response time, to those that require a detailed

geospatial analysis regardless of the query response time.

Since the application scenario in which the geofencing

service will be used provides that each tracker can be as-

signed a set of one or more geofences, and the trajectory-

based topological join queries are rather compute-intensive,

it is important that data structures containing geospatial data

support the retrieval of elements of an arbitrarily large size in

an efficient way, therefore the proposed geofencing algorithm

uses an in-memory, tree-based index structure for indexing

the set of geofences assigned to each tracker for which the

geofencing service is required. The insertion strategy for

these structures has a computational complexity of O(n),
while the search operation has a computational complexity of

O(log n), which permits a fast object retrieving in time critical

applications.

The use of this kind of spatial index enables the application

of an efficient filtering strategy on the set of geofences

on which the intersection test with the trajectory will be

performed.

PFLGA searches for any intersection between the route

traveled by the tracker and progressively smaller bounding

areas, called Minimum Bounding Rectangles (MBRs), which

contain one or more geofences within them. In case the

trajectory doesn’t have any intersection with those bounding

areas, the test ends without checking the set of geofences,

otherwise the test continues with smaller bounding areas, until

a precise geofence is found and tested.

PFLGA is based on the theory behind trajectory-based

topological join queries. Given a set of geofences, bounded

geographical areas represented as polygons or circular shapes,

and the whole or a part of a trajectory defining the path trav-

eled by the moving object, represented as a polyline geometric

object, the algorithm verifies the existence of intersections

between this polyline and the set of MBRs containing the

geofences to be analyzed. If the polyline defining the trajectory

intersects one or more MBRs, the algorithm performs the

following steps on each geofence contained within the MBRs

of interest:

• gets the previous position of the device and checks

whether it was inside or outside the current geofence;

• calculates the intersections between the geofence and the

trajectory traveled by the device, if there is any;

• analyzes the result obtained above and returns a com-

posite topological predicate [19], which tells whether the

object entered, crossed or left that precise delimited area.

This algorithm implies the a-priori construction of the in-

memory, tree-based index, which will use a time interval

proportional to the dimension of the set of geofences in

exam (since the insertion algorithm for this tree-based index

structure has a computational complexity of O(n)). Since the

set of geofences is quite static and it is updated rarely, com-

pared to the location of the moving object and its trajectory,

the additional processing required for the index is bearable,

especially if it is compared to the query processing speed up

offered by the use of this index structure. The algorithm, whose

possible implementation in pseudo-code is shown below, has

a computational complexity of O(log n).

input : F : set of geospatial objs making geo-fences

idx : index of the set of geofences

route : trajectory traveled by the object

output: predicate, position with respect to the fence

1 // list of FeatureIDs of the MBRs in

2 // the index intersecting the route

3 I = getIntersection(idx, route)
4 foreach pos ∈ I do

5 prev pos = getPrevPosition(route);
6 // checks if the prev_pos was

7 // inside the current MBR

8 if (getIntersection(F [i],prev pos)!=null) then

9 wasInside = true;

10 else

11 wasInside = false;

12 end

13 Intersections = getIntersections(pos, route)
14 if (wasInside) then

15 if Intersections number is odd then

16 the object left the fence

17 else

18 the object is still inside

19 end

20 else

21 if Intersections is empty then

22 the object is still outside

23 else

24 if Intersections number is odd then

25 the object entered the fence

26 else

27 the object crossed the fence and it is

outside
28 end

29 end

30 end

31 end

Algorithm 1: PFLGA description
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A. Comparison between geofencing algorithms

In order to verify the performance of the proposed ge-

ofencing algorithm, the developed solution is compared with

other geospatial analysis algorithms which resolve the same

geofencing problem.

First, the algorithms are compared on the basis of the set

of features requested by the application scenario the proposed

solution has been developed for. Subsequently, the developed

design is tested using the same dataset and setup utilized for

testing the performance of the other solutions considered in

this comparison, which vary depending on the algorithm in

exam.

All the features of PFLGA are used to study the similarities

between the proposed design and the other geofencing solu-

tions considered in the previous paragraph. Table I shows the

comparison among the following features:

1) In-Memory Spatial Index (IMSP);

2) Spatio-Temporal Topological Join Predicates (STTJP);

3) Use of Trajectory-Filtering / Filtering Strategy (TFFS);

4) Geofencing via evaluation of point-in-polygon (PIP);

5) Geofencing via evaluation of spatial intersection with

trajectory segments (SEGS);

6) Geofencing via evaluation of spatial intersection with

complex trajectories (TRAJ).

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF FEATURES

IMSP STTJP TFFS PIP SEGS TRAJ

Hybrid Hashing Yes Yes Yes Yes
SLGC-1 Yes Yes Yes
PISTON Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
PFLGA Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Next we compare the algorithms with respect to the benefits

and/or their problems in the context of the application scenario

the algorithm has been developed for.

Hybrid hashing: The Hybrid Hashing adopts a very efficient

filtering strategy, based on the use of two in-memory hash

tables, to reduce the time spent for the point-in-polygon test.

Moreover, it builds or updates the in-memory hash tables

for the geofences during system spare time, shifting some

computation from the “point-in-polygon test” stage (which

is often time critical) to non-time-critical processing stage.

This algorithms shows a low response time. CONs. The main

drawbacks are the high storage requirements, the time required

for the construction and update of index and data structures

for the geofences. Finally Hybrid Hashing is not able to return

trajectory-based spatio-temporal topological join predicates.

SLGC-1: This algorithms uses QuadTree compression al-

gorithm to store data regarding geofences, which reduces the

amount of memory requested for the index structure, the

complexity of the storage is less then O(n) and the approach

to geofencing is a simple and straightforward point-in-polygon

based solution. Lastly the point-in-polygon test time does not

increase with the number of edges of the analyzed geofence.

As the previous algorithm, SLGC-1 is not able to return spatio-

temporal topological join predicates, so the geospatial analysis

is not deep.

PISTON: PISTON adopts a parallel in-memory indexing for

trajectories and spatial geofences, which is a very scalable ap-

proach. Moreover, it evaluates the spatio-temporal topological

join predicates with a sequence of topological relations that

may hold between the trajectory of the moving object and the

geofences at different time units, The trajectory index IR is

optimized for high rate of location updates and can handle

both coordinate-based and trajectory-based queries. PISTON

adopts an efficient trajectory-filtering strategy and it is scalable

due to its native multi-threaded setup. Main problems deal with

the time required for the construction and update of the R-Tree

index for the geofences, which is high, and the high memory

requirements.

PFLGA: PFLGA adopts an in-memory, tree-based index-

ing for the spatial polygons representing the geofences of

interest, the time required for the construction and update of

the in-memory index for the geofences is low. Moreover, it

adopts an efficient trajectory-filtering strategy which checks

for intersections between the MBR of the analyzed trajectory

and the MBRs inside the in-memory index and is able to

return the trajectory-based spatio-temporal topological join

predicates describing the relation between the moving object

and each area in the set of geofences. Lastly, the algorithm

can also evaluate the simple point-in-polygon test for the

current position of the moving object if a simple geospatial

analysis is requested. The main drawback is the response time

of the trajectory-based topological join query, which is not the

shortest among the other algorithms.

B. Performance Comparison

The performance of PFLGA is compared against the ones

of the above discussed algorithms. In order to allow a fair

comparison and avoid data dependencies, every test uses the

same dataset used by the algorithm’s author to determine the

performance. The test has been executed on a laptop computer

loaded with Intel Core i7 4720HQ CPU (Quad Core, 2.60

GHz up to 3.60 GHz) and 8 GB DDR3 RAM, running Linux

Ubuntu 14.04 LTS using Apache Bench (also indicated as ab),

a tool designed for benchmarking Apache installations and any

HTTP server in general [26].

This section reports the dataset characteristics for each

algorithms and the results in term of performance.

PISTON vs PFLGA: We used the following datasets to

compare these algorithms:

1) Geofences Dataset: US TIGER R© Texas Arealm, a real-

world spatial-objects dataset which contains 6694 ge-

ofences drawn in the Texas area [52];

2) Trajectories Dataset: 10000 trajectories between couples

of random location point inside the Texas area, gen-

erated according to the specifications in the PISTON

paper [48].

The test requires the execution of a geospatial query for each

of the trajectories contained in the dataset.
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The following table compares the performance of PFLGA

against PISTON [2].

TABLE II
PISTON VS. PFLGA

PISTON PFLGA

Average Spatial Index Creation Time (ms) 537000 860
Average Query Execution Time (ms) 340 330

Hybrid Hashing vs. PFLGA: For this performance test we

used two datasets , according to the paper [4]. The first

dataset is provided by the ACM Open GIS Cup 2013 [4],

which includes two location point files and two polygons files,

for this comparison we selected two of these files, one for each

category:

1) Geofences Dataset: Poly10 file, which contains 32 in-

stances of 10 different polygons;

2) Locations Dataset: Point500, which contains 39289 in-

stances of 500 different points.

The test requires the execution of 10000 geospatial queries for

each of the trajectories contained in the dataset, according to

the experiment specification in the paper. The table III contains

the result obtained at the end of the test. According with

TABLE III
HYBRID VS PFLGA

Hybrid Hashing Proposed

Average Spatial Index Creation Time (ms) 5 15
Average Query Execution Time (ms) 7 10

Hybrid Hashing’s Authors we used another dataset constructed

as follows:

1) Geofences Dataset: Poly-OSM1, which contains 200

instances of 20 different polygons, selected from the

Land Polygon dataset.

2) Locations Dataset: Point-OSM1, which contains 80000

instances of location points randomly selected from the

MBR area of each polygon.

The test requires the execution of 10000 geospatial queries

for each of the trajectories contained in the dataset. Table IV

shows the result obtained.

TABLE IV
HYBRID HASHING VS PFLGA

Hybrid Hashing PFLGA

Average Spatial Index Creation Time (ms) 40.9 45.0
Average Query Execution Time (ms) 76.0 46.0

SLGC-1 vs. PFLGA: The two datasets used for this perfor-

mance comparison are constructed according to the SLGC-1

paper [3]. This geofences dataset contains 5 different polygons,

respectively having 5, 10, 50, 100 and 223 vertexes, and

a circular area. Each of these geospatial objects covers a

geographical area almost equal to 4000 km2, and Locations

Dataset, 125000 different GPS location points limited in the

geofences’ areas. For each couple of GPS points a trajectory

connecting them is calculated. The test requires the execution

of a geospatial query for each of the trajectories contained in

the dataset. Table V shows the results of the comparison.

TABLE V
SLGC-1 VS. PFLGA

SLGC-1 PFLGA

Average Spatial Index Creation Time (ms) 19.0 1.5
Average Query Execution Time (ms) 3255 3

The comparison between PFLGA and the other solutions

highlights the proposed algorithm has a wider set of features

compared to the other solutions. In particular PFLGA is de-

signed to perform the geofencing test with different geospatial

objects, depending on the available information regarding the

moving object, which offers a great flexibility depending on

the use cases it is applied to. Moreover, in the inclusion test

stage, PFLGA performances are comparable to, and in some

case better than, those of the other designs, both in terms of

average spatial index creation time, in the preprocessing stage,

and average query execution time.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work has described the design process of a geofencing

algorithm to be used to implement proactive, context aware

functionalities in Supply Chain Management systems with

real-time requirements.

PFLGA has been extensively set side by side to other

existing geofencing designs, presented in the last few years in

technical literature. PFLGA shows more features and compa-

rable performance to the other geofencing solutions, making it

more flexible to the different service requirements which may

occur depending on available data or service requests.

Subsequently, PFLGA has been implemented in a back end

software module within See Your Box test environment. The

algorithm has been tested using data collected by a set of

trackers along their journeys on different routes in Europe,

proving its correctness and its ability to provide the result of

the requested analysis within precise time constraints. Then

the algorithm has been implemented as a service within See

Your Box system. As for future developments, there is still

room for optimization of the search strategy inside the set

of geofences assigned to a specific mobile device, referred to

as the tracker. Upcoming implementations may adopt a new

indexing structure for the set of geofences, in order to further

reduce the computational complexity and the response time

of the algorithm. Another great opportunity for improvement

concerns the route-matching service. Route-matching is used

to determine the most plausible route traveled by the tracker,

given as input a set of geographical points, each of which

is coupled with a timestamp, which is then exploited in

the proposed algorithm to perform a topological analysis

to catch the occurrence of precise events. The introduction

or improvement of route selection strategies based on the

timestamps of the collected geographical points, or on the

estimation of the cruising speed of the device, would allow

to increase the accuracy of the result offered by the route-

matching service, which would bring great benefit to the
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geofencing service in all those application scenarios within

Supply Chain Management where the estimated trajectory

traveled by the device represents a critical parameter (e.g.

alert service in case of crossing a specific area not allowed

by company policies).
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